HUNGARY

ARTICLE 15 DCDSM Transposition

DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY

MEMBER STATE ASSESSMENT

Compatible  Unclear  Incompatible

COMPATIBILITY WITH

Directive

Fundamental Rights

Subject Matter  Rights Holders  Restricted Acts  Targeted Users  Scope of Protection  Licensing  Revenue Sharing  Term of Protection  Waiver  Entry into Force

Assessment Criteria

Based on Angelopoulos C. (2022)

---

HUNGARY

ARTICLE 17 CDSMD Transposition

DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY

MEMBER STATE ASSESSMENT

Compatible  Unclear  Incompatible

COMPATIBILITY WITH

Directive

Fundamental Rights

Subject Matter  Rights Holders  Exclusive Rights  Targeted Providers  Scope of Protection  Right Holders’ Cooperation  General Monitoring  Exceptions & Limitations  Licensing  Legitimate Users’ Anti-Safeguards  Legitimate Users’ Post-Safeguards  Information Obligations  Waiver  Entry into Force

Assessment Criteria

Based on Angelopoulos C. (2022)

---
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